
Vercator® Registration Service 
 

Overview of the Service  

Vercator’s service automatically registers 3D point 
cloud datasets to which access is given by account 
holders.  The service is delivered from the cloud. 

Newcomers may open an account giving a free but 
limited trial by completing a short online trial sign-
up form and, later, a longer form for a commercial 
account (see the product page at Vercator.com).  

Registered subscribers may nominate individual 
operators who are permitted to use the service, and, 
for commercial account holders, at their cost.  All 
users each select their own password.  

To start a new job, users provide a link to their 
datasets held in accessible cloud storage and select 

certain output preferences.  Vercator software then 
runs automatically until it invites users to inspect 
and, if necessary correct, the resulting interim 
coarse registration.  Approval triggers a further 
automatic process leading to fine registration which 
may then be visualised by users before acceptance.  

Once accepted and, for commercial users, our fees 
have been paid, fully registered datasets are 
exported to them and/or their nominated recipients.  
(Trial users are entitled to a limited release only.) 
Release is either by export to user-designated cloud 
storage or by download to a terrestrial server.  The 
datasets remaining on the Vercator cloud are then 
either archived or deleted at the user’s option.   
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under Vercator control 

1 apply for an account at vercator.com  issue account opening confirmation 
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logon by nominated users who 
 ▪ select unregistered scans / data 
 ▪ apply process settings / opt-outs  
▪ trigger coarse registration   

3 Allow Vercator software to run  effect automatic coarse registration  
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Visualise coarse registration 
 ▪ correct errors using Vercator 
tools; once approved …  

 ▪ trigger fine registration  

5 Allow Vercator software to run  effect automatic fine registration 
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Visualise fine registration 
 ▪ revert to coarse registration stage 
to correct any errors  
▪ once approved, pay fee  

On receipt of payment, export 
registered datasets as instructed 

7 Instruct archival storage or deletion Archive or delete as instructed 
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Procedures, responsibilities, restrictions and limitations  
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1) Trial subscription 

a) Any new subscriber may ask for a free limited trial by completing a 
trial subscription form; this requires a brief profile of their business 
activities and acceptance of these terms of service. 

b) The trial allows the upload and then registration of datasets which 
may be visualised, but the export of registered datasets is limited 
to no more than 10 scans per trialist, which datasets may not be 
used for any commercial purposes.   

c) Data from the trial held in Vercator’s host storage is deleted after 
60 days unless the user has become a commercial subscriber. 

d) Participation in this trial is free of charge.  

2) Commercial subscription 

a) Prospective commercial clients should complete our commercial 
subscription form which provides us, in confidence, with ▪ their 
business profile, ▪ the contact details of their lead administrator 
(see below) ▪ contact details of their financial accountant ▪ their 
preferred channels for making payments (the choices being set 
out in our tariff which specifies our subscription and usage fees). 

b) Applicants must confirm that they are authorised to represent their 
company and that their company accepts these terms of service.   

3) Administration of accounts 

a) Lead administrators have the power to nominate those colleagues 
who may use the Vercator service on their subscriber’s account 
and to cancel any such nomination.  Accordingly, they have the 
responsibility to track, manage usage, and ensure payment for 
usage by those who obtain login rights.  A lead administrator also 
has the power to appoint and deselect other administrators, each 
having the same powers and responsibilities as the initial lead 
administrator, including the power to appoint and deselect users 
and other administrators.   

b) Nominated users must create for future login and then manage ny 
change in their password.  Where a valid password has been used 
at login, we accept no liability for the unauthorised use of the 
related account.  

c) Subscribers, administrators and users have no right of access to 
Vercator software and its embedded third party programs, nor do 
they have any rights to improvements to Vercator software that 
may be introduced as a result of providing services to them. 

4) Uploading unregistered scans & data 

a) Users’ point cloud datasets and supporting data must be supplied 
in a format supported by Vercator software; it must be complete, 
include scan-pair information, and be available for transfer to the 
Vercator service hosted on the Amazon Web Services platform.   

b) We shall receive original data ‘as is’ and shall have no responsibility 
to correct any errors in it, however manifest.   

c) The material should not infringe any third party’s rights (eg an 
originator’s creative rights or a property owner’s rights of privacy), 
nor offends against good taste and common decency.  Users will be 
responsible for the financial and other consequences of any 
shortcomings in these areas.  

5) Access to and use of customer data: 

a) We shall retain uploaded data only for the duration of the job and 
then retain it until expiry of paid-for storage (as specified in our 
tariff) or earlier if deletion is requested by a lead administrator.  

b) We hold customers’ data and datasets subject to these conditions:  

(i) we shall not disclose to or permit access by third parties to the 
datasets unless, first, on the written instruction of the user or, 
secondly, pursuant to a valid regulatory requirement and then not 
without first giving the user the right to appeal against disclosure  

(ii) we shall be permitted to collect statistical data to be used in 
support of fee calculation, and also, in anonymised form only, for 
promotional purposes 

(iii) we may publicise the name of each commercial subscriber.  

6) Applying settings 

It is the user’s responsibility to complete the settings prior to 
triggering coarse registration, having regard to our guidance notes.  
We shall have no liability for any shortcomings in the registration 
process that arise from the use of erroneous or default settings. 

7) Correcting misalignments   

a) It is the user’s responsibility to identify misalignments at the coarse 
registration stage and then correct them using the tools available 
within the software.  Help in using these tools is available through 
our ‘chatbot’ and/or ‘support service’ accessed via our portal. 

b) Misalignments identified at the fine registration stage may be 
corrected by reverting to the coarse registration stage and then 
using the available tools for correction.   

c) We shall have no liability for the consequences of any residual 
misalignments. 

d) Vercator’s visualisation facility enables users to inspect the results 
at each stage of the registration process; such visualisation may 
not be shown to third parties as a separately chargeable service. 

8) Export of registered scans 

a) We export registered scans (by way of download or by transfer to 
cloud sectors controlled by users and/or their nominees) only once 
the user has approved the registration result and our fees have 
been paid in accordance with our tariff.  

b) The registered scans are ‘Derived Works’ which are forthwith 
owned by the client (subject to any third party prior interests) but 
subject to the terms of clause 5. 

c) Subscribers may publicise the fact that the Derived Works have 
been created using Vercator’s registration service.  

9) Termination 

a) A subscriber may discontinue use of Vercator services at any time 
by withholding payment of subscription fees due under our tariff.  
Their account will then be managed in our ‘run-down mode’ as 
described in our FAQs.   

b) We may, on notice, decline to supply services to any subscriber 
who is in breach of these provisions, whereupon their account will 
be managed in our ‘run-down mode’.  

10) Choice of law 

Our registration services are supplied from a cloud platform that is 
controlled from England.  Accordingly, these terms of service shall 
be interpreted and applied in accordance with English law. 
 


